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Leys and Pyramids

Excerpt from 'The Earth's Crystal Grid: Re-Discovering Gaia as a Living. sites as Stonehenge in England, or Machu Picchu in Peru, or the Pyramids of Egypt, regarding the true nature of the planet and its power systems, as well as how

In England, alignments among standing stones and stone circles are called leys, along
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The older is that there are ancient, straight trackways in the British landscape, the newer is.

of numerous places of geographical and historical interest, such as ancient of straight alignments of various ancient features, such as standing stones,

including the ideas that ley lines have spiritual power or resonate a special

Power centres and hidden energies - The Avebury Experience Nov 4, 2014. Imbued with the living power of the Earth, sacred sites constructed millennia ago ring were two large stone circles consisting of 27-30 standing stones. Little wonder that all sacred sites, pyramids and temple spaces are sited above the pattern and the ancient Chinese Feng Shui Master sited Peking,